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GENERAL
INTENDED USE
Water collection and delivery system. The water recycler was designed to be standalone
water source. The water recycler can utilize clean tap water and collected condensate from
a humidified cabinet, eliminating the need for a piped water supply. The water recycler also
eliminates the need for a drain as all condensate is filtered and recycled back to the cabinet.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Voltage supply:
115Vac 60HZ 1 phase
Maximum fuse size: 5.0 amp fuse
Total amp draw:
5.0A
Maximum circuit fuse: 15 amp
INSPECTION
When the equipment is received, all items should be carefully checked against the bill of
lading to insure all crates and cartons have been received. All units should be inspected for
concealed damage by uncrating the units immediately. If any damage is found, it should be
reported to the carrier at once, and a claim should be filed with the carrier. This equipment
has been inspected and tested in the manufacturing facility and has been crated in
accordance with transportation rules and guidelines. Manufacturer is not responsible for
freight loss or damage.
LOCATION
The recycler should be located as close as possible to the connected cabinet, and within
reach of an outlet that has appropriate power supply as listed above with a protective earth
ground. The outlet should be easily accessible when installation is complete. The recycler
should also be leveled when it is placed in its permanent location. Do not stack items on top
of the unit. Vibration during shipping and handling may loosen mechanical connections.
Check all connections during installation. Check all wiring, piping and fasteners. This unit
has been designed for +75° F or +24°C with 50%RH at up to 2000 Meter elevation. If
equipment is not used for its designed manner specified by the manufacturer, the protection
provided by the equipment may be impaired.
LIFTING OR CARRYING
The recycler weighs approximately 60lbs empty. Precautions should be taken to lift safely.
Make certain the area is clear of obstructions prior to lifting or moving. Team lift or use
mechanical lifting devices when possible.
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WARNINGS AND CAUTIONS
• Do not modify cabinet construction or associated equipment assemblies.
• Do not remove labeling or information supplied with the unit.
Warning: Electric Shock Hazard.
Do Not Remove electrical cover. Contact a qualified service representative.
CAUTION: Protective Earth Ground terminal.
Do Not Remove connected terminations.
Warning: UV exposure Hazard.
UV lamp when powered on may expose dangerous UV rays, which could potentially
cause serious burns to unprotected eyes and skin.
Ensure all caps and covers are in place prior to applying power.
INSTALLATION

Important: in the event of a water leak, disconnect power and repair leak
Observe all Warning Labels. Disconnect power supply to eliminate injury from electrical shock or
moving parts when servicing equipment.

INSTALLATION AND OPERATION
1. Connect 1/4” water tube to the recycler and humidified cabinet.
Connect the chamber inlet(s) to the recycler outlet (1/4” OD) using the tubing and fittings
provided. Allow sufficient tubing slack so the recycler can be moved (if necessary) and side
panel accessed.
2. Connect 3/8” water tube to the recycler and humidified cabinet.
Connect the chamber drain(s) to the recycler inlet (3/8” OD, larger fitting connection) using
the tubing and fittings provided. Cut tubing to proper length to ensure the shortest run possible
while allowing sufficient tubing slack so the recycler can be moved and side panel accessed.

Important: Because the chamber drain / recycler inlet line is a gravity drain, there can’t be
any kinks, traps, or vertical rises in the line.
Water supply
Clean potable tap water should be used Water supply temperature may not exceed +33°F to +104°F.
Do not use Ultra-pure DI water. DI water with resistivity above 1M Ω-cm will damage the recycler
and attached humidifier.

Important: Take caution to not spill on the recycler when filling. Wipe up any spills.
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Filling Reservoir
1. Unscrew reservoir cap.
2. Fill reservoir with water with clean potable water. Reservoir holds 7 gallons (26.5 liters).
3. Screw reservoir cap back in place.
4. Do not over fill, monitor water level in front window
Filling Reservoir during low water alarm
1. Turn off the low water alarm
2. Unscrew reservoir cap.
3. Fill reservoir with water with clean potable water. Reservoir holds 7 gallons (26.5 liters).
DI water with resistivity above 1M Ω-cm will damage the recycler and attached humidifier.
4. Do not over fill, monitor water level in front window
5. Screw reservoir cap back in place.
6. Turn on alarm.

INITIAL START UP
1. Ensure all connections have been made both electrical and water supply and drain.
2. Turn power switch on.
a. Recycler will light up blue
b. Recycler will become pressurized.
3. Turn on alarm switch Low water / condensate pump alarm
4. Water pressure will build as air is purged from the system. The pump will then activate
on low pressure only.
ELECTRICAL
For electrical requirements see data information and wiring unit diagram located in parts bag.
Check the proposed external power outlet/supply to be used to ensure that the voltage, phase
and current carrying capacity of the circuit from the electrical panel correspond to the
requirements of the cabinet. NEVER use an extension cord to wire any unit. Refer to the
serial tag (nameplate data) for all pertinent electrical information.
OPERATION
The water recycler has been designed for use in a controlled interior environment. This unit
has been designed for 75 deg with 50%RH at up to 2000 Meter elevation.

MAINTENANCE
Observe all Warning Labels. Disconnect power supply(s) to eliminate injury
from electrical shock or moving parts when servicing equipment.

PERIODIC CLEANING
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Disconnect power source before servicing or cleaning.
RECYCLER MAINTENANCE
PERIODIC CLEANING
Monthly Confirm all connections are water tight. Confirm UV light is not in alarm (audible or
red led on transformer). Check tank for foreign objects or algae, clean as needed.
Yearly turn off unit and unplug, release pressure by opening blue drain line valve on cabinet.
Completely drain and flush water from recycler tank by turning blue valve on reservoir drain
line. Confirm filter life, replace if necessary, replace UV lamp.

Filter Replacement

Installation Steps
1. Shut off unit and disconnect power. Remove side panel to expose filters.
2. Disconnect existing filter water line where filter is installed.
3. Remove from old filter and reinstall compression or flare fittings, or “Quick
Connect” fittings. Use Teflon tape or equivalent where appropriate. Insure proper direction
of water flow and connect inlet. USE TWO WRENCHES.
4. Flush 5-6 gallons of water to drain, until water runs clear.
5. Turn off unit and connect outlet. USE TWO WRENCHES.
6. Turn on unit and check for leaks.
Check the filter after approximately 8 hours for slight leaks not visible during initial installation.
UV lamp maintenance and replacement
See Ultraviolet Sterilization System Installation Instructions and Owner’s Manual
Disabling the recycler in the event of non-use or subjected to freezing temperatures:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Turn off recycler
Remove access panel
Open blue drain valve on reservoir.
Disconnect ¼” pressure line from cabinet( water will be present allow to drain)
Turn recycler on to purge lines.
Turn recycler off.
Remove hoses on both sides of the black pump. Allow water to drain and then
reconnect ensuring the hose clamps are securely tightened.
8. Remove any water in the pre-filter/ strainer by unscrewing and dumping.
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9. With a wet/dry vacuum remove any remaining water from reservoir and condensate
pump.
10. Wipe interior of reservoir dry.
11. Replace access panel

Failure to remove all water may result in damage or undesirable mold growth

MAINTENANCE SERVICE AND ANALYSIS GUIDE
MALFUNCTION
POSSIBLE CAUSE
Tank window is not
Illuminated /
Recycler does not turn on

SOLUTION

1.
2.
3.
4.

Service cord unplugged
Power switch off
GFI tripped
Fuse blown

1.
2.
3.
4.

Plug in service cord
Turn switch on
Press reset on GFI
Replace fuse

Water leaking from unit

1.
2.
3.
4.

Is unit on
Has a power failure occurred
Are all connections tight
Is the tank drain valve open

1.
2.
3.
4.

Confirm unit is plugged in and on
Confirm normal operation
Confirm all water connections
Close valve

Water not draining from the
Cabinet to the recycler

1. Is the inlet to the cabinet lower
than the chamber drain
2. Drain line kinked
3. Is unit on
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1. Raise cabinet
2. Confirm drain hose path
3. Confirm unit is plugged in and on

Parts and Service contact:
Telephone: 800-388-5253
Email: service@norlake.com
Website: www.norlakescientific.com
Address:
727 Second St., Hudson, WI 54016

115V
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